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    1. Prologue

It was midnight, the temperature was warm, and a large amount of
people are clubbing. A pink-haired man roamed the streets of Magnolia
with an emotionless expression on his face. He wore an open
sleeveless black waistcoat with a gold trim, a white scale-pattern
scarf, a black cloth around his waist that reaches his knees, held by
a leather brown belt with an oval-shaped silver buckle, white
knee-length trousers, a thick black wristband on his left wrist, and
black open-toed sandals. He had brown eyes like a reptile, and heat
seemed to radiate off of him. He walked inside of a club, holding a
parchment with a bounty on it. The man he was looking for was named
Roman Torchwick, who apparently had a base of operations somewhere in
Magnolia. The man walked inside of a club named The Winking Fairy
Tavern, which was a horrible place, despite being named after the
Fairy Tail guild. He sat down and ordered a flaming margarita. He
scanned the bar for any known associates of Roman, using his
heightened sense of smell to help him, since he knew Roman loved
cigars. He continued searching until he saw a woman with pink and
brown hair. She was about four feet and nine inches tall, and wore a
white jacket with a pink interior, brown pants, and gray boots with
extremely high heels. Under her jacket is a black corset, curved in
the middle and at the bottom, which made her hips exposed. She had a
somewhat translucent white umbrella that had a pink gun-barrel shape
on the top. She was simply drinking and waiting, which made the man
suspicious of her. Once he got his margarita, he ate the fire and sat
down next to her. "Well, not many girls out here tend to go to a bar



alone, unless they're waiting for a date or just broke up with
someone," the man said while taking a sip of the margarita. The girl
looked at him with a smirk on her face, and said nothing. They sat in
silence for a brief moment, and then he continued to speak. "So who's
the lucky man? Wouldn't be a guy named Roman Torchwick would it?" As
soon as he said Roman Torchwick, her expression turned grim and she
kicked the table over. He jumped back, and his fists exploded into
flames. "I'm all fired up now!" the man said while cracking his now
flaming knuckles. She smirked and twirled her now open umbrella, and
slowly moved towards him. A bunch of men in black suits, red ties,
red glasses, and black hats stood up and pulled out red katanas. They
ran towards the burning man, and he simply knocked them all out with
a swing of his fist. After that, he lunged towards the
Neapolitan-haired girl while encased in flames. She blocked his
attack with her umbrella, and barely moved back from the force. She
swung her umbrella at his face, but he dodged it. He swung at her,
and she flipped backwards, kicking his face while doing so. He
staggered, and then punched her through the wall. Their fight
continued until they were out on the street, which the girl had been
hoping for. The Neopolitan-haired girl tripped the fire mage, and
brought her umbrella into his gut, knocking the wind out of him. She
walked over to his head, and planted a kiss on his cheek before
knocking him out. When he came to, it was morning and she was gone.
"Damn it," the pinkette said to himself. When he got up, he knew
exactly where he was going to go. The pinkette named Natsu was on a
quest for vengeance.

    2. OC TIME

**Alright, to start this off I'm going to apologize to those of you
who only wanted Fairy Tail characters. I'm adding OCs due to honoring
my friends, and I hope those of you who read this understand.
However, the OC chapters are of course to add a bit more plot, and to
help develop a team for Natsu. And if so, I will probably have a poll
on which OCs you want to be on Natsu's team. Thank you so much for
reading :D *ALSO: I'm sorry the story isn't in 3rd Person! I kind of
messed up midway and I didn't want to take the long route and change
it completely. Once again sorry ;-;**

**Luna's POV:**

I was sitting in some forest practicing archery with my bow. The bow
had a very elegant design. The handle was black, and made two little
circles on both sides of the same color, which had two thin bars,
barely the same size as the handle, extending to make bluish white
phoenix-like flairs at the two ends of it. After shooting a couple
arrows into targets about 100 feet away, and I set my bow down on a
nearby rock and looked into a mirror I set up on a tree. I checked my
midnight blue hair, to make sure I didn't mess up the waterfall braid
for my hair, which of course is pretty long. My cat ears of the same
color as my hair twitched slightly, and my tail just kind of swung
back and forth. I stared into the mirror with my eyes that are a deep
shade of green, and paid far more attention to other details, such as
the light brown freckles on my face. I looked down, and dusted my
black grumpy cat shirt off, and did the same to my light blue skinny
jeans. I walked over to a pair of brown combat boots I was wearing
before, and put them on. I heard a branch snap behind me, which
caused me to immediately jump for my bow. I grabbed an arrow and
placed it on the string, pulling it back. Immediately, a bullet flies



past my ear, and I launched an arrow in that direction. I can hear
the groans of someone, and more bullets start to fly at me. Swiftly,
I dodged the bullets and jumped on top of a nearby oak tree. I had to
look for a crick or something to that effect so I could get an
advantage. I dashed along the tree line, shooting arrows at the
bullet sounds that surrounded me. A couple groans were heard as the
arrows pierced their bodies and they fell dead. As soon as I felt
that I was in the clear, a bullet hit me in the leg. I dropped from
the trees like a rock in water. To further my predicament, I fell
onto a pile of rocks and my leg broke. And to put the icing on top of
this cake of evil, there was blood in my eyes, and I was too weak to
move quickly. Once I heard their footsteps, I weakly reached for an
arrowâ€¦ But I had none leftâ€¦

My first thoughts were 'great, I'm finally going to die in the middle
of the woods without anyone I love near me.' I just waited for my
demise, since I was blinded, wounded, and disarmed. But that's when I
heard it. The footsteps started to make sloshing sounds. Everything
became clearer, and I heard the sound of flowing water. Finally,
things were going my way. As soon as I heard a gun's safety turn off,
I immediately surrounded myself with the water and sent a wave to
take them out. I used the water to heal myself and return my
strength. I stood and created 3 ice arrows, and fired them at the
assailants, who were wearing unusual black uniforms that covered
their faces with a black mask, and had a white talon painted on their
backs. I summoned more of the water and turned them into ice spikes.
I used it to end the lives of two more of them, leaving 4 left. Using
the same kind of technique, I froze the ends of my bow and made
blades out of them. Using water to propel myself, I launched towards
one of the assassins and slew him with a single stroke. Two of the
assailants pulled their guns, but I quickly destroyed them with more
ice arrows. The same duo who pulled their guns fell without very much
of a fight. The final two started to run away, like the cowards they
were. I drew the bow once more, but I let them free instead of ending
their lives like I should've. I pulled my empty canteen out, and
filled it with some water so I could use it once again. Slowly, I
walked back to the temporary "outpost" I set up. Of course, once I
arrived the place was ransacked and most of my equipment that was
even slightly useful, disappeared. Immediately, I heard bushes
rustling and pulled out my bow again. A blur came by and slashed at
me with two sabers, but I managed to counter the attack. I summoned
the water out of my canteen and created several ice arrows, firing
them in every direction. I heard a groan of pain, so I ran towards
it. I had hit an old man who was just walking by.

As soon as I went to say sorry to him, he jumped up and kicked me in
the face, flipping backwards. His image went from that sorry old man
into a tall young man, with long white hair that covered his face, a
black t-shirt with the same talon symbol as the assassins from
before. He had white dog ears on his head, and ice-blue eyes that
looked like they belonged to a wild beast. He also wore black
skin-tight pants, and black biker boots. In short, he looked like a
freak. Once again, he charged me and slashed. Fortunately, I was
prepared and managed to reflect it with my bow. However, he moved
unrealistically fast, and I felt both swords go into my back and
through my stomach. I turned, coughing up blood, to see a smile on
his face as he did so. However, as he impaled me, it started to rain.
The water fixed my wounds and I knocked him into a nearby tree. He
tried to use his speed once again, but I froze his right leg solid.
However, he cut his leg off using his sword and lunged towards me,



impaling me once more. This time, I was pinned to a tree and got
impaled somewhere lethal or straight through my chest. He was about
to finish it, but instead I activated my semblance. I made him pull
both swords out so I was able to heal. After that, I made him impale
himself repeatedly, over and over again. As I was about to force him
to take his own life, a light hit me and everything went black. Once
I woke up, I couldn't remember a single thing. A woman was standing
over me. She wore black combat boots, blue jeans, and a closed black
leather jacket. Her figure was slightly thin, and she had two
different colored eyes. Her right eye was red with a pentagram on it
and the other was a purple eye. Her hair was a brighter shade of
cyan, and she was smiling at me. "My name's Anastasia," the woman
said. "What's your name?" For a minute I pondered, and so I said the
first thing that came to mind. I told her, "My name is
Luna."

**Alright, just going to explain a few more things down here. 1, I'm
sorry about the complete change in text style. The first chapter I
found kind of rubbish myself, and I wanted to fix it up later, so
those of you who want me to change it, don't worry, it'll come
eventually. 2, There are probably several questions you want answered
in the story, and don't worry some of them I'll answer later. Also,
the next chapter will be Natsu again, but expect a couple more OC
chapters. Once again for those of you who don't like the idea of OCs
I'm sorry, but I'm doing it for my friends.**

End
file.


